With our solutions and a

power-platform like Azure,
overcome business

challenges and gain

competitive advantages and
measurable outcomes by

making your IT scalable and
cost effective.

ABOUT US

We are a globally driven organization committed to
offer world-class software solutions and products
to some of the world’s leading brands and
companies across the globe. Founded in the year
2008 and headquartered in the US, MSRcosmos
has a strong presence in India, Australia and the
US. Our core services include- Cloud Services, Big
Data and Advanced Analytics, Application
Development
and
Lifecycle
maintenance,
Enterprise Resource Planning, and Robotic Process
Automation.

OFFERINGS

Cloud Strategy and Platform Assessment:
Infrastructure planning and development
Systems migration and maintenance
Migration and technical support
Resource optimization
Business continuity and HA/DR
Back-up strategy and implementation
Infrastructure Management:
Cloud application hosting services
Enterprise infrastructure help desk and
incident management
Integration services
Managed enterprise security services
Network performance monitoring and
management Public, private and hybrid
cloud hosting solutions.
Greater enterprise agility:
Reduced time-to-market for new offerings
Lowered cost for application maintenance
and technical support
Freeing-up of in-house IT resources
to focus on core solutions and business
need

OUR CLOUD SERVICES
Helps you transform your business using a
next-generation cloud model that enhances the
productivity,
agility
and
growth
of
your
organization. Partnered with Microsoft Azure, we
provide your organization the expertise, resources
and the tools to simplify every step of your cloud
journey.

WHY CHOOSE MSRCOSMOS?
MSRcosmos provides deep expertise and helps to transorm Capital Expenditure (capEx) to Operational
Expenditure (opEx). This transformation helps in making future spending more predictable, lowers capital
costs and can also create a lot of opportunities internally. MSRcosmos help customers create a strong
foundation for their business to deliver an improved outcome. Rely on us for the expertise, resources and
tools to simplify every step of your journey to cloud, and access cloud capabilities securely.

KEY DELIVERABLES OF OUR OFFER:
Processing the migration for infrastructures of different sizes and planning the project to achieve any form
of migration.
Time-based recommendations and technological analysis.
Gathering requirements from different sources and the customer’s experts in order to gain an all-inclusive
list of objects that is required to be migrated.
Delivering architecture sessions to attain best-optimized design supported Cloud Adoption Framework for
Azure
Ways to leverage Azure integration for increased potency.
Training the new implementation and redeeming of the same.
Consultancy on the long run optimization in the Azure infrastructure within or after the migration process.

To know more, visit us at
www.msrcosmos.com
Email: info@msrcosmos.com
Talk to us: +19253994218
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